Section: Section 1

Question #1

When a coach is disqualified from the game and refuses to leave the playing area, the following can occur:

- a. Game continues.
- b. Game is terminated.
- c. Game is delayed.
- d. None of the above.

Section: Section 1

Question #2

Compression/bicycle shorts may be worn under the uniform bottom in accordance with the National Federation rule. Such shorts, however, may not be worn in lieu of the uniform bottom.

- a. True
- b. False

Section: Section 1

Question #3

On a throw-in, the ball is in play:

- a. When it leaves the hands of the thrower.
- b. When it touches the playing surface.
- c. When it leaves the hands of the thrower and breaks the plane of the touchline.
- d. When it touches a second player.

Section: Section 1

Question #4

The home team has painted the goals in its school colors: green and gold. What should the referee do?

- a. Declare the game a forfeit and award the win to the visiting team.
- b. Inform the home coach that colored goals are illegal and must be corrected by the next game, then notify the state association.
- c. Ask the visiting coach if he or she wishes to play the game as scheduled.
- d. Nothing, just play the game.
Section: Section 1

Question #5

Team A takes a shot on goal, which deflects off the referee and goes across the goal line just to the right of the goal.

- a. The referee will award a dropped ball.
- b. The referee will award an indirect kick to Team A.
- c. The referee shall award a goal kick to Team B.
- d. The referee shall award a corner kick.

Question #6

If a penalty kick is taken after the expiration of time, the ball is in play until:

- a. The momentum of the ball has been spent.
- b. The ball goes out of play.
- c. The ball is touched a second time by the kicker.
- d. All of the above.

Section: Section 1

Question #7

The home team shall provide ball holders for the game.

- a. This is a requirement or the game cannot be played.
- b. At least two ball holders must be provided by the home team.
- c. At least two ball holders must be provided by the visiting team.
- d. There must be at least four ball holders assigned to the game.

Section: Section 1

Question #8

A player that commits an act of taunting (use of word or act to incite or degrade an opposing player, coach, referee or other individual) shall be:

- a. Issued a red card, disqualified from further participation and shall not be replaced on the field
- b. Issued a warning
- c. Issued a yellow card
- d. Issued a blue card, disqualified from further participation and shall not be replaced on the field
Section: Section 1

Question #9

A7 fell near the ball due to his own clumsiness. There is no opponent near him. While still on the ground, A7 kicks the ball to A12. The referee should:

- a. Award Team B an indirect free kick.
- b. Allow play to continue as this is permitted by rule.
- c. Caution A7 and award a direct free kick.
- d. Caution A7 at the next stoppage.

Section: Section 1

Question #10

A player (other than a goalkeeper within his/her own penalty area) who deliberately handles the ball, attempting to prevent a goal, and the goal is not scored shall be issued what card?

- a. Yellow Card Only
- b. Yellow/Red Combination
- c. Blue Card Only
- d. Red Card Only

Section: Section 1

Question #11

Which statement does not allow an official to caution or disqualify a player?

- a. During the pregame introduction of players because the game has not started.
- b. During an injury stoppage.
- c. When the clock has stopped following a scored goal.
- d. After the game has ended and the official has left the jurisdiction of the field of play and its immediate surroundings.

Section: Section 1

Question #12

Prior to the game, a player is found to be wearing shinguards that do not contain the NOCSAE seal.

- a. The player is allowed to participate with the shinguards.
- b. Illegal equipment shall not be worn by any player.
- c. The coach assures that the shinguards are legal; therefore, the referee allows it.
- d. Both coaches agree that there is no violation and the shinguards are allowed.
Section: Section 1

Question #13

When the ball is out of play or for a foul, the referee should:

- a. Sound the whistle.
- b. Let play continue.
- c. Wait for the assistant official to make the call.
- d. Sound the whistle three times.

Section: Section 1

Question #14

Any delayed, excessive or prolonged act(s) by which a player(s) attempts to focus attention upon himself/herself and/or prohibits a timely restart of the game, shall be issued what card?

- a. Yellow Card Only
- b. Yellow/Red Combination
- c. Blue Card Only
- d. Red Card Only

Section: Section 1

Question #15

During the taking of a penalty kick:

- a. The goalkeeper shall stand on the goal line facing the kicker.
- b. The goalkeeper may stand on the goal line facing the goal.
- c. The goalkeeper may stand on the goal line outside the goal posts.
- d. The goalkeeper may move before the ball is kicked.

Section: Section 1

Question #16

A player that objects by word of mouth or action any decision given by an contest official shall be cautioned (yellow card).

- a. True
- b. False
Section: Section 1

Question #17

B7 is injured and is required to leave the field. Team B has no available substitutes and, therefore, must play short. Several minutes later, B7 has recovered from his injury, and his coach has sent him to report in. What should happen next?

- a. B7 may enter the game at the next legal substitution opportunity for his team.
- b. B7 may enter the game at the next dead ball.
- c. B7 may enter the game during the run of play.
- d. B7 may not enter the game until he has been cleared by a doctor in writing.

Section: Section 1

Question #18

The referee awards a throw-in to Team B. B17 runs towards the touchline with the ball, releasing it while she has both feet on the ground, on or behind the touchline. Her momentum, however, causes her to raise her left foot shortly after she releases the ball.

- a. Team A should be awarded a throw-in from the same location.
- b. Team A should be awarded an indirect free kick from the spot on the touchline where B17 raised her foot.
- c. Play should continue.
- d. Play should continue unless B17's momentum causes her to fall.

Section: Section 1

Question #19

Which of the following is the defender permitted to do during the throw-in?

- a. Jump to block the throw-in.
- b. Stand on the touchline at the point of the throw-in.
- c. Stand 2 yards from the throw-in.
- d. Impede the throw-in with his arms.

Question #20

The home team and the visiting team are both wearing blue shorts. There is no specific prohibition listed. Since it is not declared illegal, it must be legal.

- a. The referee should not begin the game until the home team is wearing white shorts.
- b. The referee should allow the game to begin but, after the game, should report the situation to the state association.
- c. The referee should not begin the game until the home team is wearing a different color of shorts than the visiting team.
- d. This is permitted.
Section: Section 1

Question #21

A player shall be penalized for the following action of the hand and arm:

- a. Handling the ball.
- b. Carrying the ball.
- c. Striking or propelling the ball.
- d. All of the above.

Section: Section 1

Question #22

Team A has a kickoff in the first half of play. Player A1 kicks the ball backward to Player A2. The official should:

- a. Order the kick to be retaken.
- b. Award a direct free kick to Team B.
- c. Require Team A to retake the kickoff.
- d. Allow play to continue.

Section: Section 1

Question #23

The game officials are observed using headset communication equipment to speak with each other during a match. The use of this equipment is:

- a. Prohibited.
- b. Permitted in all cases.
- c. Allowed unless the state association has prohibited such equipment.
- d. Allowed only if both coaches agree.
Section: Section 1

Question #24

Which of the following is not a duty of the referee?

○ a. Instruct the timer to correct the clock when necessary.

○ b. Decide matters on which the timer and scorer disagree.

○ c. Determine the winner of games.

○ d. Make decisions on any points not specifically covered in the rules.

Section: Section 1

Question #25

Before the game, the Team A head coach informs the referee that A15 will be wearing a hockey-style mask, due to an injury she received in a game the previous week.

○ a. This is not permitted.

○ b. This is not permitted unless A15 can show the referee a doctor’s permission slip.

○ c. This is permitted.

○ d. This is permitted unless the mask has been painted in an objectionable manner.
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Question #26

The game is only 20 minutes old when Team A coach removes her players from the field because of a dispute with the referee. The coach refuses to continue the game despite the referee’s instructions to do so.

○ a. The referee shall suspend the game.

○ b. The referee shall terminate the game.

○ c. The referee shall re-schedule the game.

○ d. The referee shall remove the coach and continue to play.

Section: Section 1

Question #27

A dark jersey is defined as:

○ a. Black.

○ b. Any color other than white.

○ c. Any color that contrasts with white.

○ d. Any color that incorporates black.
Section: Section 1

Question #28

During play a referee awards a drop ball.

- a. A drop ball can be awarded to the goalkeeper only.
- b. A drop ball does not have to touch the ground before it is played.
- c. A drop ball must be between two opponents.
- d. A drop ball can be between two team members.

Section: Section 1

Question #29

The official time will be kept by a contest official on the field, and if the stadium clock is available, it is unofficial.

- a. True
- b. False

Section: Section 1

Question #30

Pads on soccer goals:

- a. Must be white.
- b. Must contain the NOCSAE seal of approval.
- c. Must cover the entire height of the goal post.
- d. May have the school logo displayed on each pad.

Section: Section 1

Question #31

An opposing player plays the ball before the ball clears the penalty area on a goal kick.

- a. The referee shall take no action as this is allowed.
- b. The referee shall warn the opposing player and order a rekick.
- c. The referee shall caution the player and award an indirect kick.
- d. The referee shall award a dropped ball.
**Section: Section 1**

**Question #32**

Team A is the home team and Team B is the visiting Team. Before the game the referee notices that the home team is wearing a yellow jersey. The referee shall:

- **a.** Instruct the home team to put on a solid white jersey.
- **b.** Terminate the game and declare Team B the winner.
- **c.** If team A does not have a white jersey, notify the state association and allow the game to be played.
- **d.** Both A and C.

**Section: Section 1**

**Question #33**

The jurisdiction of the officials shall begin:

- **a.** No later than 15 minutes prior to the start of the game.
- **b.** On arrival at the field of play and its immediate surroundings.
- **c.** As soon as the game starts.
- **d.** As soon as the referee enters the field of play.

**Section: Section 1**

**Question #34**

The goalkeeper, before taking a goal kick, moves the spotted ball from the right side of the goal area to the left side of the goal area.

- **a.** This is allowed.
- **b.** The referee shall stop the clock and restart once the ball is put into play.
- **c.** If this is considered time-wasting, the referee shall award an indirect kick.
- **d.** If this is deemed a time-wasting ploy, the referee shall stop the clock and caution the goalkeeper.
Section: Section 1

Question #35

The referee awards a throw-in for Team B. Before the ball is put into play, the coach for Team B sends a player to the scorer's bench for entry into the game.

- a. The referee does not allow the substitution.
- b. The referee allows the substitution.
- c. The referee only allows the substitution if both teams are subbing.
- d. The referee cautions the substitute for illegal entry.

Section: Section 1

Question #36

During the pregame inspection, the official notes that the home team's players are wearing white socks with visible black electrical tape around the top of their socks in honor of a schoolmate who has died. The official should:

- a. Take no action.
- b. Not permit players with black tape to play until it is corrected.
- c. Not say anything but as soon as the game begins, caution the coach for illegal uniform.
- d. Start the game and as soon as a player wearing black tape plays the ball, stop play, caution the player and restart with an indirect kick.

Section: Section 1

Question #37

If the ball goes in the goal directly from a throw-in from the touchline, the goal is:

- a. Awarded.
- b. Not allowed.
- c. The player is disqualified.
- d. None of the above.

Section: Section 1

Question #38

A player who commits a second violation of misconduct shall be issued a second caution (blue card), shall be disqualified (ejected) from further participation in the game, but can be replaced on the field by a substitute.

- a. True
- b. False
Section: Section 1

Question #39

Before the game, the referee observes that all Team B players are wearing pink rubber bands on their wrists. The referee should:

- a. Wait for the game to begin, then caution each player for improper equipment.
- b. Not allow Team B to wear the rubber bands as they are considered jewelry.
- c. Allow Team B to wear them as they are deemed safe.
- d. Wait for the game to begin, then caution the coach for the improper equipment.

Section: Section 1

Question #39

Before the game, the referee observes that all Team B players are wearing pink rubber bands on their wrists. The referee should:

- a. Wait for the game to begin, then caution each player for improper equipment.
- b. Not allow Team B to wear the rubber bands as they are considered jewelry.
- c. Allow Team B to wear them as they are deemed safe.
- d. Wait for the game to begin, then caution the coach for the improper equipment.

Section: Section 1

Question #40

What goal differential will terminate the game when attained at the end of the first half or secured at any point during the second half?

- a. 8
- b. 10
- c. 5
- d. 12

Section: Section 1

Question #41

The ball goes directly into the opponent's goal from a corner kick. The referee should:

- a. Disallow the goal.
- b. Allow the goal only if the ball was played twice before entering the goal.
- c. Allow the goal.
- d. None of the above.
Section: Section 1

Question #42

It is recommended that substitutes:

- a. Wear distinguishing pinnies when warming up outside the team area.
- b. Warm up for a minimum of 15 minutes prior to entering the match.
- c. Report to the scorer prior to warming up.
- d. Remain in the team area while warming up.

Section: Section 1

Question #43

A coach that commits a second violation of using insulting, offensive or abusive language or gesture shall be:

- a. Issued a red card, disqualified from further participation and shall not be replaced on the field
- b. Issued a warning
- c. Issued a yellow card
- d. Issued a blue card, disqualified from further participation and shall not be replaced on the field

Section: Section 1

Question #44

During the game, the side referee on the bench side hears the home team’s assistant coach talking on his cell phone. When asked, the coach says that his wife is pregnant and he is checking on her condition.

- a. Caution the coach.
- b. Warn the coach and have her put away her phone.
- c. Confiscate the phone for evidence.
- d. Take no action, this is an allowed use of cell phones.

Section: Section 1

Question #45

A player that commits a non-violent foul, attempting to deny an obvious goal-scoring opportunity, and the goal is not scored, shall be issued a (blue card), shall be disqualified (ejected) from further participation in the game, and shall not be replaced on the field by a substitute.

- a. True
- b. False

Section: Section 1

Question #46

Before the game begins, the center referee must verify with each head coach whether their players are properly and legally equipped:

- a. It is not necessary procedure to verify whether the team is properly and legally equipped.
- b. It is the team captains' duty to verify that their team is properly and legally equipped.
- c. It is the head coach's responsibility that their team is properly and legally equipped.
- d. There is no required penalty for improperly and illegally equipped players.
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Question #47

During the penalty kick, a player is found bleeding and is required to leave the field.

- a. The substitute is allowed to take the penalty kick.
- b. The incoming substitute may not take the penalty kick.
- c. The bleeding player is allowed to take the penalty kick.
- d. The bleeding player does not have to leave the field.

Section: Section 1

Question #48

The home team jerseys must be:

- a. Striped.
- b. A light color.
- c. Solid white.
- d. A dark color.

Section: Section 1

Question #49

During inspection of the field, the referees note that there is no spot or other suitable mark in the center of the field. What should be the referee's response?

- a. This is not permitted and the game may not begin until a suitable mark is made.
- b. This is not permitted but the game may begin without it. The referee should notify the home team to correct the situation for future games.
- c. This is permitted.
- d. This is not permitted and the referees should create a mark before the game begins.

Section: Section 1

Question #50

If an eight (8) differential is reached at any point during the first half, the game clock shall continue to run after goals are scored. Once the game clock starts running due to an eight (8) goal differential, the game clock must continue to run for the duration of the game.

- a. True
- b. False